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How to Transition Mom & Dad from
Home to Senior Living
Sell a Property with Convenience – Avoid
Remodeling, Realtors, and Junk Removal
Are you assisting Mom or Dad with the move to senior living? After weeks or
months of discussions the transition has started & now you are left with
several tasks on your plate.

Based upon our experience we �nd family members in one of the following
scenarios:

1. The house is very well taken care of, but there has been an
accumulation of stuff. Your option is to either have an estate sale, or a
junk removal company come in help clean things out.

2. The house has several deferred maintenance issues and is outdated
compared to today’s standard. Leaving you with the choice of DIY
projects or hiring someone to get it ready to sell. Maybe a quick carpet
replacement and paint job would do wonders!

3. No one, besides your relative, has been in the house for years, and the
property is in signi�cant need of repair. It is �lled with belongings no
one wants, and the house will take a signi�cant amount of work to
remodel & repair.

In the following pages of this booklet, I am going to go over several “action
items” you can implement to help with the transition of a family member. All
of these are learned from �rsthand experience when assisting other families
in the same process.

If you have any questions on the material I am about to cover or are
interested in receiving a cash offer on the property – call our of�ce at 

 and either Carter or Joe will answer.
920-

215-4201
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As you can imagine, moving a family member out of their home after 20-30
years can be an emotional process. What you need to be aware of is the 2
types of emotion someone might have.

They could be sad that they are leaving, but understand the situation going
on.

Or…

They might resent you for making them leave the home they wanted to
pass in.

It is smart to have discussions on this topic when family members are
younger, so everyone is on the same page. There is no need for resentment
or mistreatment when spur of the moment decisions have to be made.

With the move out process there will most likely be several items left behind
as they cannot �t in the new living space.

So, what happens with the belongings left behind?

1. Invite family members to take or buy whichever items they want
2. Have an estate sale
3. Call a Junk Removal Company to Clean Out the Property/ Get a

Dumpster
4. Leave it All Behind & Sell the House As-Is

Your choice will ultimately depend on a few factors. How close are you to the
house? Do you have the time & energy to organize an estate sale? Do you
have the ability to remove all the items yourself? Are you looking for the
simplest and quickest transition for your family member?

For informational purposes, a 30-yard dumpster typically costs $450-500. A
junk-removal company will run you between $800-$1,800 depending upon
the work.

The First Step – Moving Out
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 Check to see if anything within the house is valuable enough to sell
 Establish a timeline to follow on when certain goals need to be met
within the transitioning process (Date House Cleaned Out, Date of
Estate Sale, Date all Contractor Bids Need to be Received, etc.)
 Come to an agreement on how to best handle the sale of the property
(Fix Up & Resell, List it with a Realtor, Sell to a Family Member, Sell to a
Professional Home Buyer)

Estate Sales and the Auction Process
If the house is in good condition & you have time, I would recommend
having an estate sale to sell most of the remains within the house.

One of the nice parts about this process, even if you don’t have time to do
the sale yourself, there are companies who specialize in this.

They will come in to evaluate the personal property and give you an
estimate on what they believe the contents to be worth. Estate sale
companies normally charge in several different avenues in order to increase
their pro�t margin.

They can receive payment in the following options: Portion of Auction Prices,
Organizing Fees, Arranging Contractor Fees, Appraisal of Items

This can be the most convenient option for family members as it is less of a
headache to deal with. However, most of the estate clean out or auction
companies need the properties contents organized so they can properly
evaluate it.

Action Items:

 Contact a local estate sale company by going to Google & searching
“Estate Sale Companies “city”
 Start organizing the valuable items vs. non valuable items

Action Items:
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This section of the eBook is going to talk about why someone might want to
sell it as-is vs. �xing up the house to resell.

There are pros & cons to each strategy and down below I am going to go
over each.

What are the pros to �xing up the house to resell?

 You will get more money for the house
 You can transform a house & then move in yourself if you want
 You know the next owner will have a newly remodeled home to live in
 You maintain the stability of the neighborhood by remodeling

What are the cons to remodeling?

 If you don’t know how to remodel you will have to pay & manage sub-
contractors’ (please reach out if you need referrals)
 You will need to pull permits & have city inspectors come through &
evaluate the work
 It will take longer than expected (6-8 week remodel on average)
 You will need to pay for the remodel costs out of pocket
 If you remodel & resell, now you have more liability as you know the
condition of the property.
 When you compare remodel costs and time spent vs. selling as-is,
normally the numbers are quite close

If you are interested in getting into real estate investing, your family
members house might be the perfect �rst step. Or if you have been
searching for a new home for yourself, this could be another option. Please
be aware with every house remodel comes unexpected expenses.

Remodel Costs or Sell as Is – How Much
Liability?
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If none of this sounds interesting to you, selling the property as-is will be the
best option. You can avoid the “cons” of remodeling a house & still get a fair
price. In the next section I will further discuss your options when it comes to
as-is sales.

How to Sell a Property As-Is?
First, let me ask the question… “Is it possible to sell a house as-is in
Wisconsin?”

The answer is… maybe.

Let me explain.

In Wisconsin, you technically cannot sell a house as-is because of the way
the law is written. Especially in a litigious society, more and more people are
being sued for non-disclosure of defects.

So, how do you get past this? The answer is fairly simple. As a power of
attorney, you cannot be held responsible for defects as long as you are not
aware of them. If you have never lived in the property this is even better.

In addition to this, it would be smart to list in the offer to purchase
agreement, “This property is being sold in as-is condition and seller is not
held liable under any circumstance, with defects found within the property.”

Now, what are your different options for selling a property as-is?

1. You could list it with a Realtor
2. You could sell it For Sale by Owner
3. You could sell it to a Professional House Buyer (Like CB Home Solutions)

It would be smart to hire a home inspector to evaluate it �rst, then
determine if you want to take on the project. Home inspections can save
you from dealing with a $12,000 foundation repair or a $7,500 new roof. The
inspector will go from the basement (or crawl space) up into the attic to pick
apart every aspect of the house. And… it is only $300-$400.
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In addition, you will have to pay around 6% sales commission (based on sale
price) and the next buyer will most likely want to do a home inspection on
your property. Home inspectors can either make or break deals depending
on the amount of remodeling a house needs.

If you own a property with older electrical, furnace, roof, windows, etc. the
home inspector could very well “scare” the buyer off into buying another
house. It is their job to point out every �aw & maintenance item within a
property.

This could result in the house taking longer to sell & you potentially having
to repair items.

However, chances are you will end up with the  by listing it
with a Realtor. There are hundreds, if not thousands of people looking at
your house online & determining if they have further interest or not. Just
make sure everyone is aware of the property being sold in it’s “as-is”
condition.

MOST money

Selling FSBO
Going the for sale by owner route may be the most dif�cult choice unless
you have experience selling property.

For sale by owner transactions tend to take longer as neither party is
managing expectations or timelines with the lender or title company.

My recommendation, if you decide to sell your property FSBO is to hire a
local attorney who is familiar with real estate. It may cost you $600-$1,000,
but they will guide & advise you as needed. You can refer questions you have
to them & make the entire process smoother.

Listing with a Realtor
When you list your property with a Realtor there is a very standard process
to the listing agreement. The Realtor will come walk through & point out
certain “�aws” or objects which should be removed/repaired prior to listing. If
you want to sell as-is, just tell them you are not willing to do this.
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We are in the business of using creative methods to solve problems. And the
way we purchase property is by having conversation with owners who have
a house they want to sell.

The houses aren’t always in rough shape, some are actually in move-in ready
condition upon us buying them.

We bring speed & convenience to every transition we are a part of. When Joe
or Carter comes out to evaluate your property, we will provide an offer within
24 hours (usually the same day). This offer is cash, (we can provide you a proof
of funds) no inspections, no testing, no repairs or remodeling, and you can
leave whatever items you don’t want behind.

And we can typically buy the house within 2-4 weeks or whatever timeline
you are thinking.

 We are not always the highest offer. Yet, I have not found an easier
way to sell a property.
NOTE:

Wrapping it Up
Time will tell which option may be the best for you & your family. The goal of
this guide was to provide you with the insight necessary in order to make
the best decision.

If you are helping a family member currently transition into assisted living or
another form of housing, you are more than likely looking for more
information. We hope by reading this short booklet it gave you the
information you were searching for.

Selling to a Professional House Buyer
This option is one of the least common but may be the most convenient
option for you.

What does a professional house buyer do? We make it convenient for
property owners to sell their house, by not requiring repairs or cleanout, no
Realtor fees, and selling on the owners’ timeline.
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Lastly, if you are in possession of a property that needs a signi�cant amount
of work or cleanout, we would love to make you an offer to purchase it. Or if
you have a property, you just don’t have the time to deal with, we can buy it
within 14 days.

To begin the process, go online to  and �ll out the form
at the top of the page. Or call  and either Carter or Joe will
answer.

www.�ipfoxvalley.com
920-215-4201

My advice would be to seek multiple opinions from different service
providers. Talk with Realtors, contractors, professional home buyers,
attorney’s, etc.

The best thing you can do is get multiple points of view to make the best
decision.

http://www.flipfoxvalley.com/

